Self-Contained Mobile Island

Multi-temperature (medium temp, low temp, and ice cream temp) bunker style display case with horizontal sliding lids.
**Base Model Features**

- Self-contained coldwall product.
- Propane (R-290) cold wall refrigeration package.
- CNZLA case dimensions: 37-5/8"H and 33-3/4"D.
- CNEZLA end cap case dimensions: 37-5/8"H and 33-3/4"D.
- Painted white metal exterior.
- Horizontal sliding lids with Dark Grey trim.
- Two rows dark gray bumper.
- Dark Grey tag molding mounted to exterior of case.
- Dark Grey vented kick plates and exterior trim.
- Recessed casters with adjustable feet.
- Aluminum interior.
- Interior Grey wire bin baskets.
- 19-1/2"H stacking load line.
- Multi-temperature capability including medium temp, low temp, and ice cream temp.
- LED interior case lighting.
- Frost resistant surfaces.
- Side to side slider lid movement.
- 6' Cord and plug.
- Power: 115v, 60Hz, single phase with NEMA 5-15P plug.

**Available Options**

- CNZLA case lengths: 4', 7', and 8'.
- CNEZLA end cap case length: 6'
- No miters or wedges available.
- Exterior finishes: Black.
- Trim kit for multi-case island configurations.
- 6' locking cord and plug NEMA L5-15P
- 50HZ electrical configuration.

This self-contained model utilizes Second Nature® NATURAL environmentally friendly R-290 hydrocarbon refrigerant that has zero (0) ozone depletion potential (ODP) and three (3) global warming potential.